Fruit of Our Labour, 1990. Linocut on paper, 36.5 x 30.7 cm
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CHAPTER 8

Ernestine White

An archive of private and
public memory: the prints
of Lionel Davis

Printmaking has for centuries been used as a powerful tool for social and
political expression and commentary. It has served as a societal barometer in
which the sentiments of the disenfranchised, the oppressed, the working class
and the poor have found a visual platform to expose the untold or hidden truths
– and to demand that which has been taken or kept from them, namely equality
and dignity. Apartheid, the systematic implementation of racial ‘separateness’
saw the majority of South Africa’s citizens relegated to foreigners in their own
land, forced to live and die in the most dehumanising of circumstances for the
benefit and enrichment of the minority. In these tumultuous times printmaking
served as an effective weapon in the fight against injustice and to assist
individuals and organisations with actualising a democratic South Africa.
Spanning almost four decades of creative production, the printmaking oeuvre
of Lionel Davis is as diverse as his professions. The mediums linocut, silkscreen,
monoprint, etching and lithography have been important in this late bloomer’s
journey as an activist, student, teacher and artist. Davis’ personal traumas
as a victim of the forced removals of the 1960s, the prolonged dehumanising
experiences of apartheid, his imprisonment and subsequent house arrest
provided fertile grounds for a life-long focus on the difficult conditions facing
ordinary South Africans. In a personal interview Davis notes that he saw no
need to graphically document the horrors that he and his fellow South Africans
had experienced but instead he endeavored to document the ways in which
members of his community lived despite their difficult circumstances.1 With an
acute sensitivity for the subject matter and a naïve expressionist handling, Davis
pays homage to the subjugated, providing an intimate glimpse into the evolving
narrative of a community over time.
Davis’ introduction to the linoleum print came about in late 1977 where by
chance he stumbled upon the Community Arts Project (CAP). It was at CAP that
he would view an exhibition of black and white linocuts from the Evangelical
Lutheran Church Art and Craft Centre at Rorke’s Drift. According to Davis, “I
knew nothing of how those works were made and that people could even
create works of that nature... all I knew was what I saw was beautiful.” Davis
would encounter the medium the following year, through the tutelage of artists
Mpathi Gocini and Peggy Delport. Linocut would thereafter become a significant
element in Davis’ repertoire.

1

Quotes, unless otherwise indicated, are
drawn from Ernestine White’s interview
with Lionel Davis, 15 February 2016.

Placed mainly in urban settings, the scenes within his linocut prints express a
strong level of truth and directness to the subject matter. The work entitled
Fruit of Our Labour (1990) depicts a group of plump women sitting under the
hot African sun selling fruit. The bright orange and mustard yellow hues that
envelop the foreground and background make visible the scorching heat.
Roughly depicted shacks in the background position the sitters in a township
setting, while the long blue shadows hanging heavy like over-ripe fruit under
each of the women suggests the time of the day – it is midday. From their
facial expressions and the environment, the viewer can surmise that for these
women life is hard and the selling of fruit most likely the sole income for their
families. Broad, confident lines are used sparingly within this work, providing just
enough information to distinguish the forms of each figure, while flat shapes and
patterned marks provide the needed gradations to offer the viewer a range of
tonalities in one image. Standing Room Only (c. 2012), is an expressive sketch-like
linocut that displays Davis’ skill with the tools of his trade. Fluid lines etch out
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male figures standing in a crowded train. Davis has been a commuter for most
of his life and would have seen and been part of such an occurrence on a daily
basis. Public forms of transportation designated for ‘non whites’ under apartheid
law were often overcrowded, as such the print provides a striking level of
intimacy between the subject, the viewer and the times.
Apart from linocuts, the print medium most associated with Davis is
silkscreen, which played a critical role in the political resistance movements
of the 1980s. Increasing state oppression saw the government imposing
austere measures to unjustly restrict, ban, censor, detain and arrest its
citizens. The anti-apartheid movement grew stronger as a result, spurring
activists and artists to take matters into their own hands against the
apartheid government. During these volatile times the screenprint performed
a vital role in mobilising the masses through posters, banners and printed
t-shirts. As such the 80s was a busy time for Davis as a silkscreen facilitator
at CAP’s Poster Workshop (later the CAP Media Project), a role which required
him initially to print for, and subsequently to train political and community
organisations to create their own printed materials.
We were working under the most trying conditions. We were not only
designing and producing some exciting posters but also doing the
printing. The harder we worked, the greater the volume of work that
rolled in. We believed that it was our political duty not to turn away
political organisations, all those engaged in the struggle – church
youth, school boycotters, women’s groups etc. We had to help counter
the powerful apartheid propaganda machine which controlled the
newspapers and radio and stifled all criticism.2
Designed to empower and educate, these posters with their strong messages
mobilised the masses. They were characteristically composed of expressive
figures with broad animated movements and a distinct contrast between
the main figure and the remaining composition. A page from a newspaper,
headlining the rejection of passes and a tribute to women in the Cape serves as
a backdrop to a stylised image of a woman holding a red flag with the words
“National Women’s Day, 9th August” (1986) printed within. According to Davis, the
commemorative poster for National Women’s Day was inspired by Russian and
Chinese revolutionary posters. Unlike the majority of CAP posters that used the
stencil method of printing, this print is comprised of drawings on screens that
were then photographically exposed onto a light sensitive mesh allowing for
greater detail and showcasing Davis’ command of line and form.
Long Wait (1994) serves as a welcomed respite from designing posters for trade
unions, student protests and public events. In this image Davis’ love of drawing
is once again evident. Vivid colours provide the necessary information to
articulate form while the overlay of the black provides the finishing touches to
the portrayal of each figure. Within the image there is no indication of who or
what the sitters are waiting for, but what is evident through their body language
and facial expressions are that they are weary, perhaps weary from a hard day’s
work or perhaps weary of the wait for freedom.

2

Graham Falken, ed, Inheriting the
Flame: New writing on community
arts in South Africa (Cape Town: Arts
and Media Access Centre, 2004), 26.

Introduced to drypoint engraving at CAP and aquatint at the Ruth Prowse School
of Art in the early 1980s, Davis’ print oeuvre includes a small but noteworthy
body of etchings. Political Violence (1992) continues the theme of documenting
the life experiences of ordinary South Africans. The work provides an unfiltered,
raw interpretation of the times. A dramatic contrast to the subdued mood of
his linocuts, this image was produced during Davis’ undergraduate schooling at
the University of Cape Town’s Michaelis School of Fine Art, with the assistance
of Roderick Sauls, then technical assistant at Michaelis. According to the artist,
this work formed part of an ongoing investigation into what the medium could
do, and is clearly informed by his earlier use of photographic silkscreens. Political
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Standing Room Only or No More Seats, c. 2012. Linocut on paper, 29 x 19.5 cm
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Long Wait, 1994. Screen print on paper, 27.5 x 62 cm
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Violence is composed of various newspaper clippings highlighting incidents
related to the political atmosphere of South Africa in the 80s. Seated at a table
in the open amongst a series of shacks on either side are two male figures.
Davis notes that the figures were inspired by the prints of the Parisian artist
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec and on closer inspection this is quite evident, mainly
in the treatment of facial features which stylistically resemble Lautrec’s work.
The men seem unfazed by the presence of the two heavily armored police
vehicles, generally known as ‘hippos’ or ‘Casspirs’3; these vehicles would have
been deployed in townships across the country by the South African Police to
manage civil unrest, and were a constant form of torment for the inhabitants of
the townships.
A more direct process than most printmaking techniques, monotype requires the
skillful manipulation of ink onto a printable surface or a matrix. This technique
provides a greater freedom in its gestural mark making, making it possible to
produce a wide range of tonalities within one print. The medium requires the
skillful manipulation of ink onto a printable surface or a matrix. In 1994, during his
time at Michaelis, Davis produced a series of four prints titled Dark Day Eighties,
all related to political violence. The artist sourced his imagery from magazines
and newspapers, and he remarks that these works were created when his
understanding of monoprinting was still “quite raw.” It is in fact the naïve manner
in which these works were created, free from the pressures of linear and
compositional perfection that make them so arresting.
Works such as Dark Day Eighties I and Dark Day Eighties III illustrate police
brutality and its aftermath. The former work depicts a man in the process of
fleeing physical assault while the latter image depicts a sombre moment with
mourners at a grave site. The chosen medium is well suited for the subject
matter, as the spontaneity of monoprinting provides a sense of urgency, which
powerfully relays the violence and grief depicted in both scenes. These are
moments plucked from the realities of tens of thousands of South Africans
forced to endure the horrors of apartheid. The power of these images lies in the
understanding that although Davis is depicting a specific moment within South
Africa’s history, they also represent those untold and undocumented moments
that have been experienced across time and place.

3

4

The name ‘Casspir’ is an anagram of
the abbreviations of the customer,
the South African Police (SAP), and the
design authority, the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR
- Applied Chemistry Unit that later became MECHEM). Although the Casspir
was deployed in townships during the
apartheid era, it was initially designed
specifically for conditions encountered in the South African Border War.
Source: http://everything.explained.today/Casspir/
Ernestine White interview with Lionel
Davis, 15 February 2016.

A complete departure thematically and compositionally from his previous
works, The Awakening is one of only a few lithographs produced by Davis. The
respective theoretical and practical influences of Sandra Klopper and Cecil
Skotnes between 1991 and 1995 provided valuable opportunities for Davis to look
at African art forms in a different light and to incorporate that knowledge into
a new chapter within his artistic production that included abstract paintings,
collage and prints. In an interview Davis describes this time at Michaelis as an
“awakening” to the varied art forms emanating from the African continent. His
grasp of lithography during this time produced small editions of single colour
prints that were then hand painted. This print is composed of monochromatic
organic shapes that weave their way in and out of each other in a frenzy. A
fragment of a mask is evident within the centre of the image while a gold hue
permeates the image like an exposed artery. The Awakening is thus an image
influenced by the shape and configuration of the African mask, as well as by the
artist’s interest in the mask as a representation of the transformation of the self
into a spiritual being.4
The printmaking oeuvre of Lionel Davis, although not always explicitly political,
makes visible the impact of political systems on individual lives. As is evident
within each of the mediums explored by Davis, a fragment of an untold personal
and collective narrative is articulated through his approach to themes of
political, personal and social importance. His use of these diverse forms of visual
production has contributed to a richer understanding of the life experiences of
specific communities during and after South Africa’s apartheid history.
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National Women’s Day, c. 1986. Screen print on paper, 45 x 63.6 cm
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Political Violence, c. 1994. Etching and collage on paper, 22.3 x 29.8 cm
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Dark Day Eighties (i), 1994. Monoprint on paper, 27 x 37.5 cm
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Dark Day Eighties (ii), 1994. Monoprint on paper, 49.5 x 34.5 cm
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Dark Day Eighties (iii), 1994. Monoprint on paper, 27 x 37.5 cm
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Dark Day Eighties (iv), 1994. Monoprint on paper, 27 x 37.5 cm
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The Awakening, 1995-2005. Lithograph and acrylic on paper, 34 x 29.4 cm
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Coloured in (from a child’s drawing), 1994. Screen print on paper, 76.5 x 53 cm
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